Autumn 2015
Newsletter &
Wolfsburg
Special
Welcome to your Autumn Newsletter, and there is lots to
report on from a busy summer and plenty to look forward as
we move into the cooler months. Don’t forget to put the (free)
Christmas Party in your diary, and for those who like to tough it
out there is even a New Years Eve campout planned! If you
have any ideas for club events please speak to one of the
committee members and let us know. Enjoy the read.....

September Cruise Meet Jimmy’s to Felixstowe

Happy Birthday
mini Bugs
OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

Camden Dack 04/10/01
Jessica Foxhall 6/10/04
Aaron Horton 8/10/02
Issy Schofield 12/10/08
Annette Molyneaux 12/10/07
Emily Sugden 12/10/98
Alice Weaver 14/10/99
Autumn Bamsey 14/10/10
Teagan Evans 18/10/02
Sam Ferdinand 19/10/03
Rowan Cole 23/10/02
Lydia Wilcox 23/10/0
William Dreher 28/10/05
Benjamin Dreher 29/10/08
Amy Buck 31/10/03

Rocco De’ath 2/11/08
Catherine McDowall 3/11/98
Mia Higgins 5/11/96
Hudson Pollard 6/11/
Charlotte Squires 10/11/98
Brooke O’Hanlon 15/11/09
Joe Russell 15/11/
Abbie Thomas 21/11/02
Joshua Aldous 16/11/98
Harry Duffett 21/11/05
Connor Evans 22/11/02
Alfie Gent 23/11/10
Brendan –Lee Haggis 23/11/00
Mollie Betts 26/11
Libby Evans 28/11/08
Conor Corby- Jackson 29/11/01

Finley Woods 1/12/01
Robert Johnson 2/12/99
James Bore 5/12/98
Harry Codd 5/12/05
Ciaran Gray 7/12/97
Patrick Gray 7/12/97
Isaac Woods 10/12/04
George Cullum 12/12
Beau Cole 14/12/99
Rufus Thubron 15/12/08
Sylvie Bull 17/12/04
Megan Cullum 23/12
Maisie Byfield 24/12/05
Alby Ryan 29/12/

Members Ride

A total of 77 Bugrs (55 adults and
22 Children) made the trip to
Wolfsburg as part of the 10th
Birthday celebrations – These are
some of their Stories and Photos

'Talk of the town' that's what the Suffolk Bugrs became in Wolfsburg, The locals seemed fascinated that a bunch of
people from England made the 480 odd mile journey in vehicle's which would have been more suited in their extensive
museum. Even the police were enthralled at our convoys, receiving waves from them and, having been followed by a
police motorbike, I've decided that he was admiring the buses and not checking for illegalities. 25 Bugr vehicle's made
their own convoy groups that changed as we covered the distance, and it must have seemed like the cannonball run
across Europe.
I won't mention the ferry crossing, but driving through Holland avoiding falling branches, you could see things had been a
little rough. The roads were amazingly smooth and straight not like our pot hole dodging mess and coming up to our first
roundabout it felt bizarre having to go anticlockwise round it.
Our mid-way camp stop was on a cheese making farm in Holland close to the border of Germany, lovely site, clean and
fairly basic but that's all you need. The cheese was proper Dutch, not like this Edam stuff you buy in supermarkets, but
also if I dare say still not as good as English cheeses, perhaps we need to have a cheese tasting week, Gromit!. As we left
the site we had a line up photo shot outside the farm, Bugr style! Which I think it brightened up the day for our cheese
making farm friends. The journey continued, not too sure where the Holland/ Germany border is but after several miles
we realized that the exit signs on the slip roads changed from Uit to Ausfahrt, so that must have been it, and that Ausfahrt
wasn't some massive city that we were bypassing, that went on for miles.

Our convoy was now at seven vehicles which reduced to 4 but then gained 1 by the time we reached Wolfsburg, due to a
breakdown. The breakdown was Toby's chance to spring into action with his crate full of tools to work his mechanical
magic on a poorly bus, the side of the autobahn is probably not the safest place but he got the bus going! (Contd)

At Wolfsburg’s Allersee campsite, Poppy thought that getting to the entrance
was enough so she refused to start again to move to her camping plot. Is it
just me but when you're talking to a foreign person that doesn't speak
English you start to talk plain English in a foreign accent so you think they
should understand? Ok maybe just me then!
The Autostadt is an amazing place so much to do and see for all the family,
just didn't know what to expect next! Almost like a sales theme park
involving other car brands that Volkswagen have a connection with such as
Porsche, Seat, and Bugatti. The main museum housed different makes and
types through the ages from the very first car. Lots of types of Volkswagens,
some real big long car that looked like it came out of the film ‘The league of
distinguished gentleman’, to another icon, the DeLorean.

Much to Lydia’s disappointment though, we didn’t get to see the beetle that
starred on the album cover for the Beatles’ Abbey road’, it was in hiding. I’m
tempted to add so many photo’s to this article but I think I won’t, it will spoil
it for when you go to Wolfsburg, it is a definite must go trip, some of the
other Bugrs are already planning a return trip.
The following day the Bugrs visited the VW museum, a separate building
away from the factory site. An absolutely Volkswagen heaven, amazing line
up of different VW vehicles, from a wood carved beetle, a beetle covered in
wicker, a beetle that had been converted to float to a beetle that was used
as a basket for a hot air balloon. Much to the delight of Toby and Danny they
had a Polo exhibition on. We were told that all the vehicles they had out on
display were not all the ones they had, apparently there is a underground car
park near the McDonalds that have loads more vehicles, a secret stash. ‘ A
big mac and beetle to go please’, I wish… instead we got coca-cola glasses!
Once again another chance for a Bugr line up photo shot, all looking like we
belong to some black hoody yellow strand cult.
On our departure we had another chance for some of the Bugr’s to have
another line up photo , this time with the factory chimneys in the
background. A poetic end to say ‘goodbye’ or ‘Auf Wiedersehen’ to
Wolfsburg as we left. The Bugr’s will return!
I would like to thank everybody that came to Wolfsburg, making the Suffolk
Bugrs 10th birthday a memorable one. Also thank you for all your thanks to
Naomi and I in organising the trip, but to be honest it was all Naomi’s effort
in sorting the tours and campsite, dealing with the paperwork for it all. So I’d
like to thank my wife for all her work in sorting this fantastic trip.
Andrew

Having travelled around parts of Europe for 6 weeks and
and being 15 miles short of 3,000 it was lovely to meet up
with lots of Bugr friends. The Autostadt surpassed our
expectations, it wasn't just a car exhibition but a display
of exceptional architecture, landscaping and technology.
You didn't need to be a car enthusiast to enjoy the visit
and we will certainly be recommending it to everyone
young and old. The off road course was an interesting
challenge even if slightly tame compared to the Land
Rover jungle track!
The VW museum is a great place for VW enthusiasts.
Allersee is in a brilliant location and has lots to offer being
central to everything.
We would finally like to thank Na, Andrew and family for
all the hard work they must have endured to give us a
truly wonderful, educational and entertaining holiday
.....within our holiday! Jackie & Bob

In his heart of hearts Trevor really didn't want to go to Germany, he
feared that we would breakdown at the very least, so with AA Europe
recovery details safely stashed away our journey began. Once we got to
the ferry my excitement was building but Trevor felt nothing! However
he found a soulmate who was also dreading the trip in Shelley Bolton.
The ferry trip was interesting, it was late and once it did start our fellow
adventurers discovered my ability to sleep in any position I happened to
find myself in. There were some very green faces, some very sleepy ones
& a few anxious ones! Once there we had two nights in Holland before
our group got bigger and we set off for Germany. In convoy we were
doing OK then the dreaded happened we (Trevor) lost the convoy. After
a few moments of high anxiety we got on with the situation. We were
heading away from our destination on the motorway, we had lost the
convoy & the sat nav had packed up. As Brown Owl I was prepared for all
eventualities and found my AA route finder map and we managed to get
to the campsite before the rest of the convoy even with a stop off to let
Lottie cool down for an hour- time for a snooze.
We had a great time in Germany all thanks go to Na & Andrew for their
hard work and organisation. All too soon it was time to head for home.
Another interesting journey but this time we managed to stick together.
Pushing Annah & Smurfet towards the ferry will not be forgotten but no
one was going to get left behind. At last it was time for Shelley & Trevor
to relax as they shared a cider as we boarded the ferry home. I'm now
thinking about where to go next year Lottie is clearly able to handle long
trips, Trevor is trying to think of excuses not to go!!
Nean, Trevor & Lottie

Wolfsburg Trip July/August 2015 – Suffolk Bugr’s – Godefroy family review
The trip on the ferry going from Harwich to the Hook of Holland was not a very nice one. Everyone was feeling ill from the
trip as the ferry was being knocked about by the bad weather. Arriving in Holland was the best part of the crossing. We
went on to a fantastic little campsite in Holland with a few other Bugr’s. It was fantastic and clean. We left the next
morning and cut the trip from Holland to Wolfsburg in two stopovers.

Upon arrival at Camp de Allersee we discovered a very strict campsite manageress. She was nicknamed straight away. The
campsite was fantastic and very spacious. Being able to walk along the river and see all the working boats going up and
down was brilliant. The only problem with the campsite was the wind and rain on and off every afternoon but we made
the most and still enjoyed it. The shops were a walk from the campsite so getting groceries was lovely. The fact that we
could order bread rolls (once we had figured out what they were on the German list) to collect from the office in the
morning was great

The trips organised by Naomi were brilliant. The Autostadt was absolutely fantastic and it was definitely a day of
enjoyment. There was so much to see and do there for all ages. The tower was the best experience in Autostadt. I chose
my new car for when I win the lottery. The Wolfsburg museum was also a brilliant experience. Even my teenage son of 16
enjoyed both places.

The trip home was a bit eventful with our CV joints going on Smurfet as we were travelling back to the campsite in
Holland. But in true Smurfet style we got home safely. The greatest part of the trip there and back and the camping is we
felt like we had taken a holiday with some good friends and had a really good time. We made some fantastic memories.
Thank you so much Naomi and Andrew Wilcox for all your hard work in making the trip possible for all of us.

Kath and Dave’s Wolfsburg Experience
We decided to do things a bit differently and fly to Germany , staying a few extra nights in a hotel. This meant no camper,
so luckily the camp site had some log barrel type cabins to rent, we also rented a car to help with getting about.
We arrived in Wolfsburg on a Saturday (a couple of days ahead of those in tents and campers) So we had a walk round
and got orientated whilst checking that the beer was good! The town of Wolfsburg has grown around the VW factory so
there is not much in the way of old buildings around, everything had a bit of a modern appearance to it and though it is
called a city I would class it more as a town that serves the factory The town is separated from the factory by a railway
line and canal, the closer your got to the factory the nicer things were. We also noticed that nearly every car was a VW,
with lots of nearly new Golfs everywhere, but in the entire trip we only saw a couple of T25s, a very nice Squareback and
an air-cooled beetle on the road, they obviously do not go much on the older Dubs!!
We spent the 2 days exploring the town and local
area then headed to the campsite to meet up with
everyone else, upon our arrival we were met at
reception by a stern looking lady who spoke very
little English! There were some Bugrs present , so we
settled in to our accommodation and awaited the
arrival of the rest of the party, listening for that VW
flat four hum, after a while (and a couple of hiccups
that I'm sure others will share) everyone arrived and
the evening was spent in true bugrs fashion of
helping everyone set up and having a good chat
about people adventures on the way there.
The highlights of the trip were to be a visit to the
Autostadt and a trip to the VW museum.
The Autostadt was massive and very modern, it included a display of various cars (not just VWs) through the ages,
displays of the different VAG brands cars in individual buildings, a display showing how cars are designed including a life
size clay model of a golf [Editor - nearly destroyed by a Bugr Toddler!], an area that covers sustainability and the effects
we have on the ecology.
Then there is the car towers where cars are stored awaiting collection by owners, you can also experience what it is like
to be in a car in the towers , there is a clear carriage that you can sit in and you are taken to the very top of one of the
towers to an observation platform that looks out over the town where there are some fantastic views , and you can also
see the size of the factory, its massive!!!
There are also various other activities you can do such as the 4x4 course, river boat cruise on the canal, driving an
electric car Plus a host of activities for kids, restaurants and shopping. You could easily spend a couple days here!
The Vw museum is in an industrial area and looks a bit run down and tired from outside, it would be very easy not to
give it a second glance! When you enter it there is a long corridor with posters and various displays charting the history
of VW, then you enter the main exhibition hall where there are the cars, we were lucky enough to have a guided tour of
the highlights before looking around on our own, it was like some sort of heaven! there were VWs all round you, from
early beetles, barndoors, a platten wagen all the way through to more modern models like golfs , polos and passats. One
of the things that we liked the most about the cars on display was that they were not all restored, a lot were in original
condition with bumps and marks on them.
The rest of the time was spent exploring the area further and going to a German version of Halfords (though I’ve not
seen a Halfords with a Mk 3 Golf outside with the complete engine removed) for parts to enable some of those who had
problems on the way to continue their own trips under their own power!!
All to quickly it was time to head home, we waved people off and had one last night in the hotel, as we did not fly til
night time we decided to go to Hannover for a few hours, in complete contrast to Wolfsburg there are old buildings and
it is much larger with more shops etc. We even managed to find the Hannover Vw factory.
So the big question is would we go again or recommend anyone else to go?? Well yes we would but if we were to go
again we would spend less time in Wolfsburg and more time in Hannover, perhaps a trip over one Christmas time to
take in those German Christmas markets is order??

Rainbows and Kittens by Sky aged
9
Wolfsburg from a child’s point of
view
I felt a bit seasick on the ferry but still enjoyed
sleeping in our cabin for the night. The next
morning we managed to find a MacDonald’s in
Holland for breakfast and had the most amazing
chocolate pancakes and played with the games
that were magically projected onto the table.
(We don’t get this in the UK)

We met up with the other Suffolk Bugr’s at a lovely campsite which was brilliant as it
had kittens for us to play with, which were so cute. The calves were also gorgeous and
I named one Rainy, we played on the go-karts for ages before it started pouring with
rain. We didn’t put our awning up and I had to sleep on the floor in Roxy our
campavan, but even though I was a bit squashed we survived the night!!
The next day we all had a lovely photo taken, in the pouring rain of all the VW’s ready
to head to Wolfsburg. We stopped at a supermarket for lunch on the way and Bumble
my Uncle Johnnys campavan made rainbows on the road.
After a really long day, then with Anna, Bolts and Shelleys’ camper breaking down, and
getting lost near Wolfsburg, we eventually found the campsite and the sun was
shining. There was a fab play area which had a hammock and a huge lake which we
went round on our bikes.
Our first full day at Wolfsburg and after a long walk we found ourselves at the
Autostadt early in the morning. There were lots of worlds in the floor which had
lots of amazing facts about cars on them. We were then given our own entrance
cards and a very nice guide who showed us around.
We saw lots of very shiny expensive cars and my sister was asked to get out of an
expensive Porsche!! We went through a tunnel of flowers which smelt of vanilla
and was amazing. We then had fun on a roundabout which made the water
fountain squirt its water higher and higher the faster we went. We ran up and
down huge grassy hills and rolled down them where it was safe to. There were
also fountains along the pathways which went right over our heads which we
could run through and get soaked if we wanted too. We saw a very noisy car
which had flames coming out of it and spun around going outside through the
wall! Next we were very excited to learn how to drive in a VW beetle (child size)
My sister Brooke and I both got our driving licenses, which are epic and we were
able to take home. We even went the right way around the round abouts, unlike
Uncle Johnny!!
The kids play area was brilliant too and we spent ages there playing before it was
time for us to go up the towers in the special car lift. It was fun watching the cars
being picked out and looked like a giant grabber machine at the funfair.
After we came down from the towers we had some German sausages for dinner,
we then went over to find the beach. We spent some time there playing in the
sand but it was too cold to go in the water. We had a brilliant day and then
walked home back to the campsite.
(Contd)

The next day we all met up with the Suffolk Bugrs again to head to the VW museum. There were lots of cars and vans
to see but not much for us kids to do, so we ended up in MacDonalds for some early lunch. Our friends and cousins
spent the afternoon at the Wolfsburg Football Stadium and were very excited as they got to meet some of the players
too. Christian brought a football shirt which he had been saving up all year for. That afternoon there was a massive
storm and afterwards we saw a beautiful rainbow.
On the Thursday we had a free day so decided to go to the swimming pool near the campsite. This was absolutely
amazing and we ended up spending the whole day there. There were flumes and a lazy river which went outside and
was full of really warm lovely bubbly water. I met up with Alice and Libby and spent most of the afternoon with them
in the water. It was great fun.
That evening after tea we cycled back to the Autostadt as we had been told that there was going to be a light and
water display with music, it was amazing and I would love to go there again, especially as we sneaked in for free!
On the Friday it was time to say goodbye to our Suffolk Bugr’s friends and gradually everyone started to leave to
make their way home or onto other adventures. We made our way after Bumble had had his oil refilled to Belgium
where we spend another fun filled week in the sun.

The Bugrs did Wolfsburg!

Meanwhile, back in the UK.......
A hardy bunch of Bugrs braved the storm at Waxham Sands for the
Annual Club Summer Campout. Once the weather broke fun was
had on the beach making sand sculptures and seal watching – well
done to those that saw the weekend through!

2016 Club Dates
January 10th Meet @ The Golf Pub, Foxhall Rd, Ipswich, IP4 5TR. From 12 midday.
February 14th Meet @ The Golf Pub, Foxhall Rd, Ipswich, IP4 5TR. From 12 midday.
March 13th Spring Autojumble meet 11am
@ Great Blakenham Village Hall, IP6 0NJ
BOOK TO TRADE Outside £6 Indoors £10
50% discount for MEMBERS to trade, Free to browse. Refreshments, Show & Shine, Raffle supporting Burts
Boyz
March 25th – 29th CLUB CAMP - Easter – MEMBERS ONLY @ Heathland Beach Holiday Park, kessingland,
NR33 7PJ.
£20 p/night for 2 people, £2 p/night for extra people over the age of 6. Book by 29th Feb to secure your plot
as we have 15 plots with electric reserved till then. 01502 740337 reception@heathlandbeach.co.uk
April 9th Elemental VW Show @ Crouch Valley Showground - MEMBERS ONLY Club Plot available. Buy tickets direct add
a club camping pass in Suffolk Bugrs.
www.elementalvw.org.uk

April 10th Meet & AGM @ Jimmys Farm, IP9 2AR. From 11am. Meet @ Jimmys Farm. AGM at 1pm.
April TBC Big Bang @ Santa Pod Raceway – MEMBERS ONLY Club Plot available. Buy tickets in advance direct and let us
know by end of March that you want to club camp.
www.big-bang.co.uk
Aril 29th -May 2nd VW TOMIE,@ Orsett Showground, RM16 3JU
-MEMBERS ONLY club plot available. Buy tickets in advance direct and notify club by mid April.
www.vw-tomie.co.uk

May 8th Suffolk Bugrs Cruise to Dubford III. Meet @ Jimmys Farm, IP9 2AR. Cruise @ 9.30am on the dot.
June 10th – 12th Alive & V-Dubbin @ Jimmys Farm, IP9 2AR. MEMBERS ONLY Club Plot available. Buy tickets
in advance direct and add a camping plot in Club – Suffolk Bugrs www.aliveandvdubbin.co.uk
June TBC Battlesbridge, Battlesbridge Antiques Centre, Essex.
www.essexveedubbers.org.uk/battlesbridge
June 24th – 26th Lavenham Vintage Show , Lavenham Village. www.vintage-volkswagens-lavenham.co.uk
July TBC Dubs At The Hall @ Holt Hall, Norfolk. MEMBERS ONLY club plot available. Book with us no later than March
31st
www.dubsatthehall.co.uk
July TBC Kent VW Festival @ Headcorn Aerodrome, Headcorn, Kent, TN27 9HX
www.kentvwfestival.org.uk

July 28th – 31st CLUB CAMP Waxham Summer Camp @ Waxham Sands, Horsey, Norfolk, NR29 4EJ, 01692
598325 - MEMBERS ONLY. You don’t have to pre-book.
July /August TBC Whitenoise @ Euston Park, IP24 2QH
MEMBERS ONLY club plot available. Buy advance tickets Indicate club camping with Suffolk Bugrs.
www.vwwhitenoise.com
Aug 26th – 28th VW Fab Festival @ Strumpshaw Steam Museum, Norfolk, NR13 4HR - MEMBERS ONLY club plot
available. Buy tickets direct, indicate club camping with Suffolk Bugrs. Let me know too.
www.fabfestival.co.uk

Sept 11th Cruise meet @ Jimmys Farm, IP9 2AR. From 11am, cruise to Old Felixstowe Cliff Top car park at
1.30pmish.
Sept ???? Grill & Chill @ TN12 6PY - MEMBERS ONLY club plot available. Buy tickets direct and notify us if you want to
club camp.
www.grill-n-chill.co.uk
Sept ?? Retro Dub Suffolk, Stonham barns,IP14 6AT . MEMBERS ONLY club plot available. Buy tickets direct and indicate
club camping with Suffolk Bugrs. www.retrodub-suffolk.co.uk

October 9th Autumn Autojumble meet – 11am
Great Blakenham Village Hall, IP6 0NJ
BOOK TO TRADE Outside £6 Indoors £10
50% discount for MEMBERS to trade, Free to browse. Refreshments, Show & Shine, Raffle supporting Burts
Boyz
November 13th Meet @ The Golf Pub, Foxhall Rd, Ipswich, IP4 5TR. From 12 midday.
December 11th Christmas meet @ TBC
New Years Eve 31st CLUB CAMP New Years Eve Camp – MEMBERS ONLY @TBC

